How to Make A Peci

**Equipment:**
- paper (kertas)
- scissors (gunting)
- masking tape (pita penutup)
- black paint (cat hitam)
- pencil and ruler (pensil dan penggaris)

**Method:**
- Trace the oval pattern onto two sheets of paper and then cut out the shapes.
- Cut out a rectangle measuring 60 cm x 10 cm.
- Draw a line 1.5 cm in from the edge of the rectangle along its length.
- Fold the rectangle along this line and cut every 4 cm from the edge of the paper to the folded line.
- Join the folded and cut sections of the rectangle to one of the ovals, using the masking tape, and join the ends of the rectangle.
- Place the second oval on top and paste or tape it down.
- Paint the peci black.

**To Fold:**
- Crease across top, pushing down.
- Press flat.